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SPS VERSION
NOW SHIPPING

Ultimate broadcast audio terminal

MERGING+ANUBIS

ST 2110

RAVENNA
AES67 built-in

ST 2022-7

SEAMLESS PROTECTION SWITCHING

NMOS
IS-04 DISCOVERY & REGISTRATION
IS-05 DEVICE CONNECTION MANAGEMENT
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ANUBIS PROVIDES:
> 5.1 Audio Interface
> Monitoring Controller
> Calibration (EQ/DLY/Level)
> Bass Management

ANUBIS PROVIDES:
> Audio Stream Monitoring

ANUBIS PROVIDES:
> 2 x Remote controllable microphone Pre Amps
> 2 x Headphones Outputs
> Talkback system for COM

ANUBIS PROVIDES:
> User friendly touch screen
> Big knob
> Remote controllable config from anywhere for easy assistance

Virtual Machines
LONDON DATA CENTRE
Fully connected by:
MAD
MERGING AUDIO DEVICE